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The term "geostatistics" was initially used for applications of statistics in
hydrology,soil science,mining engineering'enviearth sciences(geoscience,
ronmental engineering,and atmospheric sciences).The definition of the term
changedwhen GeorgesMatheron(1962) definedit as "the applicationofthe
formalism of random functions for the reconnaissanceand estimation of natural phenomenon."This book defines "geostatistics"as "the sub-branchof spatial statistics in which the data consist of a finite sample of measuredvalues
relating to an underlying spatially continuous phenomenon."To many, the term
"geostatistics"and "spatialstatistics"meanessentiallythe samediscipline,and
the abovedefinition may sound a bit limiting. Whether one agreeswith the definition of the authorsor not, this is a well-written book and will be very useful
to practitionersof geostatisticswith someknowledge of R and GeoR packages.
The title of the book Model-Based Geostatisticsseemsto suggestthat the
methodof kriging is not model based.This certainlyis
classicalgeostatistical
not the case,as the derivation of the best linear unbiasedestimates(BLUE) of
the value of the variable being predicted at an unsampledlocation is basedupon
the assumptionsof first and secondorder stationarity of the probability model.
There are eighr Chaptersin the book, with Chapter 1 providing a brief introduction, and Chapters2 and 3 providing some mathematicaldetails. Most
of the methods presentedin the book assumea stationary Gaussianmodel for
geostatisticaldata, and the book suggeststhe use of Box-Cox transformation
for nonnormal data. I find the assumption of normality very limiting for real
situations. Moreoveq I am not in favor of transforming data to achieve normality and then computing confidence intewal for original basedupon results
obtainedfrom transformeddata.The use of log-normal distribution,basedupon
log-transforming original data, is known to be problematic (Singh, Singh, and
Engelhardt1997).
Chapter 4 discussesthe general linear geostatistical model including the
Poissonand binomial logJinear models. The classicalgeostatisticalmethod of
kriging is performed in two steps(see,e.g., Isaacsand Srivastava1989):
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(1) A model of spatial continuity (variogram or semivariogram)is estimated
using values of the variable at all possible points of sampledlocations.
(2) A BLUE is obtained for the values of the variable at unsampledlocations; the kriging varianceis also calculatedat each unsampledlocation.
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Chapter 5 dealswith Step (1) and Chapter 6 correspondsto Step (2) Chapter 7 provides details of Bayesian estimation and prediction under the assumption of natural conjugateprior, and some case studies are included' Chapter 8
briefly discussesthe problem of deciding on where to locate the samples'
There are severalsoftwarepackagesavailable for kriging: GLOBEC (MATLAB based),SurGe (Win 95-XP), and GeoEAS (DOS) are some of the free
ones.GeoEAS was an excellent DOS program developedby EPA-Las Vegas;
GeoEAS included a user-friendly menu, but unfortunately this program does
not run on WinXP or Widows Vista operating systems.The packageGeoR is a
free and open-sourcepackagewhich is used as an add-on to the R systemsof
statisticalprogramming. This is one of the first books to provide exampleson
how to use GeoR and for that reasonalone is an excellent book for plactitionefs
of geostatistics.
Ashok K. SINGH
Harrah Hotel College, UNLV
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A First Course in Statistical Programming With R' by
W. John Bnaun and Duncan J MuRDocH, Cambridge,
United Kingdom: CambridgeUniversity Press,2007, ISBN
978-0521-69424-7
, ix + 163pp., $50.00.
The number of statistics books using the computer language R has mushroomed in the past few years. This increase in books has occurred simultaneously with the mushrooming popularity of R itself. Why is R so popular?
Becauseit is FREE, POWERFUL, and COMMONLY USED' In spite of the
large numberofbooks on R, the book being rsviewedhere does fill a special
niche.
First of all, it is a small book, only 163 pages.This is good One is not intimidatedby its size.Next, the topics of the book may not be what one might
expect from its title, so we presentthe chapter titles:
1. GettingStarted
2. Introductionto the R Language(which discussesfunctions,vectors,matrices and data frames, built-in functions and online help, logical vectors, data
input and output)
3. ProgrammingStatisticalGraphics
4. Programmingin R (including loops' debugging,and efficientprogramming)
5. Simulation(ofrandom variablesin R)
6. ComputationalLinear Algebra (including matrix inversion, eigenvalues,
and Choleski decomPosition)
7. Numerical Optimization (including Newton-Raphson, the Nelder-Mead
simplex method,and linear programming).
That's all. Some things that one might expect to find in a book with this title
are conspicuouslymissing-items such as regression,analysisof variance,and
statisticaldata analYsis.
But that is not really the point. In Chapter 1, the authorsstatethat "Statistical
programming involves doing computationsto aid in statistical analysis." Thus
the book teachesthe reader how to program repeatedanalyses,how to simulate random variables,and how to handlg matrices and vectors and data frames
Most regressionanalysiscan be readily performed using matrices so the book
spendsa good deal of time on matrix manipulation. If a user wants to pedorm
regressionanalysis,then this book will not teach that user how to use R as a
black box. The user would have to understand the matrix formulation of regressionor elselook elsewhere.The authorsdo include a chapter on statistical
graphicsand it is there that R shows some of its power and strength'
I liked Chapter 4 on programming. As an R novice, I appreciatedthe explanations. Severaltimes, I reactedwith "Oh, that's how it is supposedto be
done." I enjoyed Chapter 5 on simulation of random variables. In addition to
introducing the readerto many of the built-in random variable simulation functions, there is a discussionof rejection sampling and Monte Carlo integration'
T E C H N O M E T R I C S ,A U G U S T 2 0 0 9 , V O L , 5 1 , N O . 3

Chapter2 shows some of the numerical difficulties of R ald one exampleillustrates how computing variancewith different formulas gives different answers
due to round-off error.
The exercisesin the book deservespecial mention. These reinforce the concepts being discussed,but the authorsalso take advantageof them to introduce
new especially interesting topics and examples. For example, some exerclses
introduce numerical oddities of R, properties of Fibonacci numbers, convergence issuesin infinite sums, plots and stochastlcindependence'a contaglon
model, and Hankel matrices.
One feature of R that I would have introduced early in the book is the use
of the "up arrow" key on the keyboard. This retypes earlier lines and makes
it much easier to coiaect mistakes' When you get this book, be certain to notice that on page 3, there is a URL where solutions to selectedexercisesare
available.
Overall, I like this book and I learneda lot. I am convincedthat most readers
(including regular R usersand mature statisticians)will learn somethinguseful
from this book. Again, it is not a book for learning statistical data analysis in
R, but it is the right book for a statisticianto learn the structureof R, and it is a
good book to study before (or after) learning data analysis.I highly recommend
this book.
Myron HLYNKA
UniversitYof Windsor

Simulation and Inference for Stochastic Differential
Equations With R Examples, by Stefano Incus, New
York, NY: Springer, 2008, ISBN 978-0-387-75838-1,
2 8 6 p p . ,$ 7 9 9 5 .
The preface clearly statesthe two goals for this book. The first goal is to
review the theory and implement methods to simulate the paths of stochastic processes{Xr, / > 0} solutions to stochasticdifferential equations (SDEs)'
The second goal is to review estimation methods for the classesof stochastic
considered,which ariseas solutionsto SDEs havingGaussiannoise
processes
which
r)X1: 61y,14t * o (X) dWt has mathematical meaning in the
for
and
Ito integral sense,with b(&) being the drift coefficient and o(&) being the
diffusion coefficient. In short, the coverageis restrictedto one-dimensionaldifandexpressed
drivenby the Brownianmotion (BM) processes
fusionprocesses
as clXl = b(Xt) dt * o (Xt) dWt.
Although real data is always observedat discrete times, the underlying thewhich canbe approximatedusingstandardlimit
ory is for continuousprocesses,
theory such as tho central limit theorem. The intended audienceis practitioners, particularly becausea well-developedR package(sde) is provided and described.There are no exercises,but it could servewell as a companionto a more
theoreticaltext suchas Billingsley (1968)or Rosenthal(2000).The book aims
to be self containedfor readershaving graduatelevel knowledge of probability
and statistics.
There are four Chapters.Chapter 1 includes a very brief and fairly typical
review of measure-theoreticprobability theory including the Radon-Nikodym
derivative,o-algebras,filtrations,and martingales.Stochasticintegralsand the
Ito integral in particular are introduced so that SDEs can be rigorously defined
although, for example,the Brownian motion processis nowheredifferentiable.
Effective and briefR code is generouslyinterspersedwith commentsand graphics, includingsimulationresults.
Chapter 2 covers basic methods such as the Euler method to simulate solutions to SDEs. Well-known alternative solution methods such as the predictorcorrector method are described.Numerical considerationsfor the Euler method
and variancereduction schemesare given.
Chapter 3 covers parameterestimation, in particulaq estimation of the BM
drift and diffusion coefficients.Severalsampling schemesare considered,such
as a large sample covering a long observation time window with a fixed intersampletime step, a high-frequency sample covering a modest time window
with a shrinking intersampletime step as the frequency increases,and a shrinking intersampletime together with an increasing total obseilation time.
Chapter 4 includes three distinct topics. First, model identification using
Akaike's information criterion is considered' Many other model selection and
iclentification options exist but aro not discussed.Second, distribution-free or
"nonparametric" methodsare shown to help identify the diffusion model. Chapter 3 coveredparameterestimation assuminga parametricform for the drift and
diffusion coefficients so this is a welcome altemative.Third, change-pointestimation is described,and the R function cpoint in the packagesde is illustrated.
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I downI believed that cpoint might be useful for me in a current project' so
In
loaded sde and very much appreciatedthe gentle introduction to i'ts use'
doing so, I was forced to upgrade to R2.8.0 from 2'3'0 becausethe fda and
zoo packagesthat sde needsboth required version 2'8'0 Upgrading R and installing the required packagesis simple and fast. Examples involving cpoint
to estimatechangepoints in a diffusion processfor simulated data (ex4 06'R)
having a known changepoint and for real Dow Jones stock price changedata
(ex4.07.R)worked like a charm for me as Chapter 4 describes'
Appendix A providesa very brief introduction to R. The author is a member
of the R core team so is well qualified to provide the sde packageand the brief
R tutorial. A few minor typos could be eliminated in the next edition For example, page219 has an obvioustypo in the assignmentof the vectorc(2'7 ' 4' l)
to the variable y. The effect persistsfor the next example when 'r is multiplied
by y. And on page2l, all,l extractsthe first row' not the first column' All such
typos are minor, but could causeneedlessconfusion for R beginners'
Appendix B describesthe sde packagewritten by the author in R Each example in the book is easily reproducedby sourcing in the appropriatetext file'
It is a pleasureto strongly recommend the text to the intended audience'
The writing style is effective,with a relatively gentle but accuratemathematical
coverageand a wealth of R code in the sde package.
ThomasL. Bunn
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Optimum Experimental Designs, With SAS' by A' C'
A T K I N S O N ,A . N . D O N E V , A N d R . D . T O B I A S , N E W
York, NY: Oxford University Press'2007' ISBN 978-0-19929660-6,51i PP.,$85.00.
A, C. Atkinson and A. N. Donev havebeendealingwith designof experiments issuesfor severaldecades.In the year 1992' they published a book entitled Optimum Experimental Deslgns. This book is being continued on nowadays with the new book Optimum Experimental Deslgns, Wth SASnow having
threeauthors,A. C. Atkinson,A. N. Donev,and R. D. Tobias'Besidesthe theoreticalprinciplesof designof experiment,focusing on optimum design,the
authors have used SAS statistical software, namely its ADX Interface, to supply readerswith SAS codesand pictures of the ADX Interface-The earlier book
containedseveralFORTRAN program codes.
Experimentscan be designedto answera variety of questions Often, estimatesof the parametersare of interesttogetherwith predictionsof the responses
from a fitted model, in conjunction with the requirement having small as possible variancesof the parameterestimatedand predictions' Having this in mind
and using the design of experiment constraint of optimality, the authors wrote
the reviewed book. As the authors themselvesstate in the preface, their one
purposewas to describeenough theory to make apparentthe overall pattern of
optimum designs.Their secondpur?osewas to provide a thorough grounding in
the use of SAS for the design of optimum experiments.They focus in the book
on the constructionof designs,rather than on the underlying generaltheory.
This book of 51 1 pages and 26 Chapters has been divided into two palls'
Part one, entitled Statistical Design (Chapters 1-8), provides a general background on design of experiments.They introduce known standarddesigns (in
Chapter?) that are revisited in the later Chapters'These early Chaptersdiscuss
key experimentationideas and experimental strategies,the choice of the fitted
model with the least squaresmethodology. Chapter 6, entitled Criteria for a
Good Experiment, summarizespropertiesof a design that may become important.To the i4 listed in Box and Draper(1975; 1987' Chapter14), the authors
add two more: orthogonality and rotatability' At this point and throughout the
entire book, the authorsconcentrateon the relationshipbetweenthe experimental design, the confidenceellipsoid for the parameters,and the variance of the
predicted response.These statisticsare used in the later Chaptersto assessand
comparedesigns.
Part two, Theory and Application (Chapters starting from 9), details optimum experimentaldesignsof all kinds, as well as methodologies of possible
creation and alteration of them. Interest was mainly in design when N (number

p'
of trials) is equal to or just greater than the number of parameters' Optiand excontinuous'
theorem,
equivalence
mum designsbased on the general
act designs are described.In the subsequentChapter mathematicalcriteria of
optimality are derived. These cover A-, D- (D6- and D5), E-optimality, coptimality (local optimality), and linear optimality (C- and L-), but also unusual
V-optimality and compounddesign optimality. Ali above-mentionedcriteria are
all functions of the single information matrix [designatedas M({)]' For multivariateproblems, the D-optimality approachis provided. Throughout the book,
the authors mostly focus on the D- and G-optimal design, which is obvious
from the fact that severalentire chapters are dedicatedto this criterion. It is believed by the authors that this is the widest spreadout criterion in the practical
application when solving scientific, engineering,or pharmaceuticalexperimental questions.Strategiesare provided for designing locally optimal sequential,
Bayesian,or maximin designs.The book gives the readerinsight on algorithms
for constructing exact D-optimum designs,using exchange,sequential,nonsequential, the KL, and the BLKL exchangealgorithms (BL standsfor blocking)'
For finding optimal designs using a computer, the authors provide SAS/IML
software and ADX Interface, with the main SAS function OPTEX'
The general theory on optimality is followed by applying these principles
on various kinds of designswith qualitative and quantitativef'actors,exact and
continuousdesigns,responsesurfacedesignswith blocking,mixture designs,
nonlinearmodels,as well as Bayesiandesigns(Chapters14-18) Designsthat
are optimum for one model are often almost optimum for a wide class of models. Throughout the book, the authorsgive hints to the readeron how to improve
a kincl of design, fbr example, on page 222: ". . . like other saturateddesigns,
simplex lattice designssuffer from the disadvantagethat they provide no information on lack of fit, additional trials have to be added to check the adequacy
of the model."
In Chapter19, approachesthat enableaugmentationof failed designs,theoretically(usingpaperand pencil) and with SAS, are given.In the subsequent
Chapter, the authors close with model checking and designs for discriminating betweenmoclels.The T-optimalitycriteriais developedand usedin nested
linearmodels.Furthercompounddesigncriteriais developedand appliedwith
simple one-factor and advancedpolynomial models. Possibilitiesare given on
discriminationbetweenmodels.In section21'8.1' the authorsexploredesigns
that combine T-optimality for model discrimination with D-optimality for parameter estimation and in this way find DT-optimum designswith greaterefficlency.
In the few last Chapters,the authors releasethe traditional requirementput
on the responseof the linear models, being the independenceof errors with a
constantvarianceover the desiSnspace.Theory ofvariablesexhibitinga strong
relationshipbetweenmeanand variance,like the Poissonand binomial distributed variables,is given in designof experimentview. GLM for one-parameter
exponentialfamily variables are developed.In Chapter 23, the authorsdiscuss
clesignswith transformedresponsesin linear and nonlinearcases,the robust and
compounddesignsas well as design analyzing the characteristicmean-variance
ratio (relationship). Later design and analysis possibilities of time-dependent
serieswith correlation are given.
The last Chapter has 21 exercises to rehearsethe read material. Results
are available at http :// w ww,oup.com/ uU academic/companion/ mathematics/
atkinson, The book is suitable for a general audience,experts,as well as students. According to the authors, developmentsin the theory and practice of
optimum experimentaldesign can be followed in 3, proceedingsvolumes of the
MODA conferences(Atkinson, Pronzato,and Wynn 1998; Atkinson, Hackl'
and Miiller 200 l; Di Bucchianico, Liiuter, and Wynn 2004), as further reading.
And now a short summary with rhyme:
. Not just orthogonality and rotatabiliry,but the wantedfeatureis the design
optimality.
. Doesn't matter whether D-, G-, or E-optimum provable,the improved design quality and efficiency is visible.
o All of the Generalequivalencetheorem testing procedureneeded,is in the
Optimun Experimental Designbooksby Atkinson, Donev, and Tobias included.
r This book published by the Oxford University Press,is the place where
you get the optimum designsexplainedthe bestl
AdrianaHoRNiKovA
University of Economics in Bratislava,Slovakia
T E C H N O M E T R I C S ,A U G U S T 2 0 0 9 , V O L . 5 1 , N O . 3
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A First Course in Order Statistics, by B. C. ARNoLD,
N. BALAKRISHNAN,and H. N. NAGARAJA,Philadelphia'
xxiii * 279 pp ,
PA: SIAM, 2008,ISBN 978-0-89871-648-1,
$73.00.
The authorsclaim that this edition has been correctedfor typographicaland
technicalerrors,and this book doesprovide tho studentand researchersufflcient
background to understandthe current order statistics literature. The audience
for this book could be an advancedundergraduateor assuredlyat the graduate
level with at least one semesterof mathematical statistics and inference. This
book still has the samenine Chaptersas before:
r
o
r
o
.
o
o
o
o

Introduction and Preview
Basic Distribution Theory
Discrete Order Statistics
Order StatisticsFrom Some Specific Distributions
Moment Relations,Bounds and Approximations
CharacterizationsUsing Order Statisticlt
Order Statisticsin Statistical Inference
Asymptotic TheorY
Record Values.

Chapter 1 previewsconcepts,such as relating ordor statisticsfiom a general
distribution to an inverse cumulative distribution of uniform order statistics,
and provides a very good list of applications involving order statistics Chapter 2 discussesin detail the basic distribution theory of order statistics by assuming that the population is absolutelycontinuous while Chapter 3 coversthe
samematerial for discretedistributions with details on the discreteuniform and
the geometric distribution. Chapter 4 covers order statistics for some specific
distributions, such as the Bernoulli, three point, binomial, Poisson, exponential, uniform, logistic, and normal. Tables of meansand variancesare included
for the continuousdistributions for sample sizes up to 10. The best, short and
sweet, section in this Chapter was on the computer generation of order statistics. Chapter5 establishessome identities and a recurence relation satisfiedby
the moments of order statistics,derives some universal bounds, and describes
a method of approximation. Chapter 6 discussesthe use of order statistics to
characterizedistributions while Chapter 7 looks at order statistics in statistical
inferenceand estimationfor censoredand complete samples.This Chapter also
includes some healthy practical perspectiveson prediction of order statistics,
goodness-of-fittests,and other applications' Chapter 8 looks at the asymptotic
distributions of the extremes as well as of the central and intermediate older
statisticsand linear functions of order statistics.The last Chapter considersthe
distributionsof some defined record statistics.
The basic topics for understandingorder statistics are covered in this book'
However, as a practitioner in applied statistics,applications sprinkled in other
Chapters(beyond Chapter 1) as well as some applied problems at the end of
eachChapterwould have made the book even better'
William Seavnn
University of Tennessee,Knoxville
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Applied Regression Analysis and Generalized Linear
Models (2nd ed'), by John Fox' California; Sage, 2008,
ISBN 978-0-7619'3042-6'66s pp., $89.95.
Even though the title of this book suggeststhat it is devoted to the general linear regressionmo<leland the generalizedlinear model, it coversa much
broaderareaof regressiontheory.The breadth and depth of the matelial covered
providesa readerwith a reasonablycomprehensiveunderstandingof applied regressionanalysis.For eachmajor subject, the author begins with an elementary
explanationthat is supportedby several examplesof data related to the social
sciences.This is then followed, in subsequentChapters,by a more formal presentationthat is usually found in more advancedbooks on the subject'The more
advancedtopics are generally self contained and are starred so that the reader
can chooseor skiP them.
Topics are broken down into five parts. Part I covers descriptive statistics
and graphicalmethodsfor examiningthe data.This is followedby a discussion
of transformationsthat may reducesome of the data problems that conflict with
many model data assumptions'In Part II general linear regressionalong with
the theory of least squaresis introduced. Among the topics in this part, there is
a Chapter on regressingdata that can be grouped into various categories The
author introducesdummy variablesthat separateout the individual categoryregressionsfrom the data population. He then uses this more general approach
to focus on the analysis of variancemodels in the next Chapter'The remaining
chapters in Part II are devotedto the formulation of the generallinear model in
vector notation. This is where the author switches to a more formal theoretical
presentationof regressiontheory. Here the usual hat matrix developmentdependentupon idempotentmatricesis given. Also coveredbriefly is multivariate
regression.This is followed by vector geometry interpretationsol least squares
He usessomeof
theory.In Paft III the authorlooks at somemodel diagnostics.
since the
For
example,
diagnosticmethods.
to
discuss
previous
development
the
hat matrix transforms the dependentdaeavector into a vector of regressionvalues, he discusseshow large matrix elementscan have a potential influence on
the developmentof high regressionleveragepoints. Also discussed,in a separate Chapter, are the effects of nonnormality and nonconstantresidual error
variance.Here he briefly covers weighted regressionmethods' This part concludeswith a Chapteron collinearity,that is, caseswhere the columnsof the
designmatrix are or closeto being linearlydependent.
PartIV beginsthe developmentof the generalizedlinearmodel' Onceagain,
rather than developing the generalizedlinear model from a theoreticalpoint of
view using the exponentialfamily as a startingpoint, the authorbeginswith
the developmentof logistic regressionfrom an applied point of view Logistic
regressionmodels are first developedfor the case where the responsesare dichotomous.When the responseshave more than two possiblevalues,the author
develops the multivariate logistic regressionmodel. He then reformulates the
logistic regressionmodel to handle the binomial casewhere the responsevariable is a count of the number of times a dichotomous event occurs. Finally, in
a starredsection,he introducesthe exponentialfamily and discussesmaximum
likelihoodestimationof model parametersas well as somemodeldiagnostics.
In Part V time seriesmodels are introduced.Throughout the book the author
tries to show the connection between different regressionconstructs'Here, for
example,the author begins by looking at the casewhere we have a generallinear model where the errorsare not independent,but rather the covariancematdx
oferrors has nonzero covarianceterms. Since in the generalcasethers are too
many covarianceterms to estimate,the author introducesthe conceptof stationarity, autocorrelation,and partial autocorrelation.This leads (o autoregressive
and moving averagetime series models which have a manageablenumber of
parametersto estimate.The remaining Chaptersin this part touch upon spline
regression,kernel regression,M-estimation, and quantile regression.There is
also a Chapterthat discussesmissing data problems in regression.Here the EM
algorithm and some Bayesianimputation methods are discussed.Finally, there
are Chapterson bootstrappingmethodsin regression,model selection,and validation.
The book offers an excellent development of regressionfor the beginning
reader and would be a good text for engineering, social science,and business
students.It is even a good referencebook for graduatestudentsthat have separately covered topics such as linear models, generalizedregression,analysis
of variance, and time series since the author maintains a good flow from one
subjectto the other and proviclesmany examplesof applicationswith real data.
For the theorist there are some drawbacks.The author only touchesupon the
theory of idempotent maftices in his discussionof the hat matrix, and does not
develop it to discussmany linear model properties. It does not' for example,
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exploit idenpotent matricesto extend regressiontheory to analysisof variance
using the theory of the conditional inverse. In generalizedlinear models, score
functions are not mentioned and the Fisher information link to score functions
is not exploited. The time series section is exceptionally brief and the usual
Box-Jenkins autocoffelation-partialautocorrelationmodel identification meth-

In conclusion, I highly recommend the book. It is always special when the
person who discovered a method writes a book on it. There is a large international community of rssearchersin queueingand stochasticmodels.It's time to
queueup to purchasethis book
Myron Hlvurn'
UniversitY of Windsor

ods are not offered.
RichardP. HEYDoRN
JohnsonSPaceCenter

Level Crossing Methods in Stochastic Models (International Seriesin Operations Research & Management Science), by Percy H. BRILL, New York, NY: Springer, 2008'
* 471 pp-' $169.00.
ISBN 978-03870942O5,xxv
What is the recipe for a great book in statisticsand probability? Begin with
an attractivebook cover, an accurateand intriguing title, plus a thorough table
of contents.Add an initial Chapter that includes motivation, presentreadable
Chapters with well-chosen material having a logical structure, and include a
completeindex.Choosea major publishingcompanyto promoteand distribute
the book. Include many nice examples to aid the reader in understandingthe
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This book covers model selection and model averaging,and is at a Ph'D'
level becauseof the asymptotic theory and the difficulty of the exercises.When
severalmodels are under considerationfbr a dataset,model selectionis used to
find candidatemodels that may give a useful approximation for the data. The
text is especially usef'ulfor researcherswho want to learn about the authors'
recent promising work on model averagingand on the focusedinformation criif
appropriate.
diagrams
material, and add
humor,and a surpriseending'Ide- terion (FIC). Alternativetextsinclude Burnhamand Anderson(2002),Linhart
It wouldn't hurt to tossin somesuspense,
and Zucchini (1986),McQuarrieandTsai (1998),and Sakamoto,Ishiguro,and
ally the book's author would be an expert on (or better yet, the inventor of) the
Kitagawa(1987).
has
these
charsubject, with lots of experiencein the area.The book by Brill
The text is technical and I had two concerns. First, when Akaike's inforacteristics(minus the humor and suspense).Some of the examples in the last
criterion (AIC) is used,the modelswith the largestvaluesof AIC are
mation
Chaptermight evenqualiiy as a surpriseending.
in the text. Hence models with more parametersthan the model
best
ranked
The book's generaltopic is the level crossing method, also known as system
the AIC can havehigh rank' Let at = A AIc(') be the AIC of
maximizes
that
distribufor
finding
method
point theory or samplepath analysis,which is a
AIC of the model with the maximum AIC value.Following
the
i
minus
model
tions of suchvariablesas the virtual wait (workload)of a queueingsystem,by
(2004),modelswith A; > -2 havesubstantialsupport
Anderson
and
Burnham
rates,
Chapdown-orossing
consideringlevelstogetherwith up-crossingand
-7 . Li . -4 have less support'A model 1 of greatinterwith
those
while
ter 1 givesa nice developmentwhich explainshow the methodwas discovered
-2' In the initial
est is the model with the fewestparameterssuch that Lt >
and indicatessomeof the intuition that allows one to quickly obtainresultsthat
look at models with A; > -7 that have no more parametersthan
screening,
normally take much more elTort if the level crossing method is not used.Chapmodel1.
ter 2 introduces some terminology which is needed fbr the rest of the book'
Chapter7 discusseswhat goeswrong when model selectionis ignored:inand includesa brief mentionof applicationsin insuranceclaims and pharma- ferenceis biased,confidenceinterval coverageis too small' and type I errorsfor
cokinetics.Chapters3, 4, and5 discussM / M / I' M I M I c' M I M I c I c' M / D / I,
tests are inflated. Assuming that there is a useful "full model"'better methods
MlGl1, and GIM lc queueswith variations (transient results, service depend- for inference are given. The second concern is that often the datasetis used to
ing on wait, specialservicefor zero wait customers,multiple Poissoninputs' both build the "full model" and for model selection.Then the full model is not
service dependenton numbers in service, reneging and the staying function'
known before examining the data, violating the assumptionsneededfor valid
blocking, priority classes,vacations,distinguishableservers,balking)' There theory.When possible,investigatorsshouldallocateabout 1/8 of their budget
are some fascinatingproperties that hold generally above given levels, and invariables.Then
to gatherdata,build a full model, and screenout unnecessary
tercrossingtimes of given levels. These properties would not have even been use another 1/8 of the budget to gather more data, and check that the full model
considered without the development of level crossing methods. For general- from the previous stagegives a useful approximation for the data.
ized MIM/c queuesin Chapter 4, the book introduces the concept of a cover
Chapter i introducesmodel selection,providing a variety of exampleswhere
and pages(or sheets)to describea sample path. This becomesa powerful tool
there are severalmodels under consideration.Chapters2 and 3 cover AIC and
underBrill's expertise.
Chapter6 discussesapplicationof the level crossing method to dams and inventories.Chapter7 deals with multidimensional inventory models' Chapter 8
is devotedto the embeddedlevel crossing technique,with examplesfor queues
and dams. Chapter 9 deals with level crossing estimation of distributions that
occurs in queueing and storage models. The final Chapter 10 discussesadditional applications.There are some fascinating examplesin this Chapter' I especially like the simple harmonic motion (pendulum) example (from physics),
and the applicationof the method to the classicproblem of the expectednumber
of uniform (0,1) observationsthat are neededto have their sum exceed 1 (in
the sectionon a renewal problem with barrier).
This book is advanced.It requires a good mathematicalbackground, some
knowledge of differential equations,some knowledge of inventory models and
a good background in queueing theory. The book is aimed at the serious lesearcherin stochasticmodels, and is loaded with potential researchtopics. After
reading the book, one is tempted to review the thousandsof published queueing articlesto seeif they can be restructuredwith the level crossingmethod and
generalized.Many can, If someoneis working on a new stochasticmodel, my
advice is to examinethis book for a related model and try to adopt the methods
of the book to the new model. For those not familiar with Brill's level crossing method, there are good short introductions in Brill (2000) and Gross et al.
(2008).

the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Chapter 4 comparesAIC' BIC' and
relatedmodel selectioncriteria. If the candidatemodels include a "true model"
with the fewest number of parameters,then the probability that consistentestimators such as BIC will select the true model goes to one. Efficient criteria
such as AIC have better Iarge sample expectedprediction effor. Chapter 5 considers how much misspecification a model can tolerate, and shows when an
inconect "nanow model" can have lower mean squareetror than a "true wide
model." Chapter 6 describesFIC: if model selection attemptsto find a "single
best model," FIC attemptsto find a "best model" for estimating a parameterof
interest. When there are several parametersof interest, there is a focused information criterion and "best model" for each parameter.Chapter 7 describes
inference after model selection.Model averaging,which usesa weighted sum
of the candidateestimators,is also desoribed.Chapter 8 gives tests for goodness of fit that use AIC or BIC to select the "best" of a sequenceof nested
models. Chapter 9 gives examplesillustrating the methodsof earlier Chapters,
and Chapter i0 considersadditional topics such as model selectionwhen there
is missing data, moclelselection for mixed models and variable selection when
the maximum likelihood estimator is on the boundary of the parameterspace.
conThe website www.econ.kuleuven.ac.be/public/ndbttf45/modelselection"/
tains datasetsand some R programs.
David J. OLIVE
SouthernIllinois UniversitY
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Statistical Methods for Environmental Epidemiology
With R: A Case Study in Air Pollution and Health,
by Roger D. PENGand FrancescaDoMlNlcI, New York:
Springer, 2008, ISBN 978-0-387-18166-2, ix+144 pp''
s49.95.

packagecacher is demonstrated.This package allows saving the R codes in*.cache file. The file could
cluding any R data objects as well as the output in a
to anyone with access
made
available
and
thus
a
webserver
on
then be loaded
to that server.The file is then "cloned" using the R function clonecache)'Examples show how the downloaded directory can be explored and used. Each
of the functions inclucling clonecache0 has various options. One of the cacher
functions will attempt to verify the results of using the codesversusthe results

in thecode
mayfailfor somestops
Theveriflcation
bytheoriginator.
obtained
for various reasons,mainly becauseonly R objects are "cached," hence if an
external data flle is read into a data object the data file will not availablein the
subsequentanalysis.If data is generatedby a random number generator,there
may be a mismatch between the seedsused, etc. A more extensiveexample is
given in Chapter7.

4.

CHAPTER FOUR

Statistical Issuesin Estimating the Health EffectsoJ'Spatial-TemporalEnvironmentalExposrrres.As contrastedwith methodsfor environmentalprocesses
This volume is another in the Springer series Use R/ which focuses on the
where the objective is to build a model with good predictive characteristics,
use of R, and the various associatedpackages,in applied statistics' It differs
when analyzing air pollution data and health effects the objective is to estimate
somewhatwith respectto othersin the seriesin at leasttwo ways. One of course and understandthe associationbetween them. Hence the fbous on estimating
is that it focuseson environmentalepidemiology but mo(e impoftantly on /'e- cartain parametersand understanduncertainty due to adjustmentfor potential
The authorsstrongly emphasizereproducibleresearchand confounders.This Chapter will focus on featuresof temporal data that lead to
producible researcrh.
all of the exampleanalysesin the book are made available by the use of the R
models to estimatehealth effects. Both the pollution data and the health effects
and y1.One questionis whetherchangesin
paokagecacher,written by the lirst author.The "cached" analysescan be found
datacan be vieweclas time series;.x1
at the first author's websito, http://www.biostat.jhsph,edtr/*rpeng/useRbooA' the pollution time seriesare associatedwith changesin the health effects time
A tutorial for cacher can be fbund there. This volume is not exaotly a text but
series.After severaldecompositionsthe following model is proposed:
many of the Chaptershaveexercises.It is organizedaroundcasestudiesusing
yt: fo + Btz{+ fzd + fun{ + flqrt* tt,
two public databases,NMMAPSand MCAPS, both of which are available in R
the
packages.There are other books (both in print and in electronic form) on
wherefI is a yearly two-sidedmoving average'Zf is a seasonalthree-month
more generaltopic of epidemiology and the use of R' There are also R packages moving averageol x1,Ti!, and 4 i.s the subweeklymoving average,that is,
specific to epidemiology,for example, epitools.
the residual component of x1.x1 is the sum of these three components The
As notedabove,"reproducibility"is a principalthemein this volume' This
weaknessin this model is that it does not directly take into accountother posidea has receivedconsiderableattention by other authors, although the use of
sible confounding variates.This suggestsa more generalsemiparametriclinear
the cacherpackageseemsto be new. Also see Baiocchi (2007), Gentlemanand
model
Lang (2007),Leischand Rossini(2003),as well as severalwebsitesdevotedto
y r = u + B x 1+ 4 ' z y+ / ( l l ) + € r .
the topic,
zr is a vector of measuredcovariatesto be adjustedfbr and/(t; tr) is a smooth
as above.Sinceair pollutiondata
functionof time..r, might still be decomposed
1. CHAPTERONE
to use yt - Poisson(rrl)with
is often givenas counts,it would be reasonable
Studiesof Air Pollution and Health. This Chapter plovides an overview of
t l t : u + f J x r+ q ' z t + / ( r ; l ) + t , .
the four typesof air pollution epidemiologicalstudies:ecologicaltime series,
casecrossover,panel,and cohort.There is a short sectionfor eachdiscussing This implies that Var(f1) : pcror overdispersioncould be incorporatedby using
pethe study design,identification of the correspondingapproachesto the statisti- Var(Y1): OtU.'lhe function./(r;I) might be takento be a cubic splineor a
nalized spline. The data is now used to estimatethe coefficientsand the smooth
cal analysis,as well as examples.Finally, there is a comparisonof the different
function. Finally data from multiple counties or cities might be combined by
types.
usinghierarchicalmodels.
2.

CHAPTERTWO

Introduction to R and Air Pollution and Heahh Data. This is not so much
an introductionto R as it is to the packageNMMAPSLite (NationalMorbidity'
Mortality and Air Pollution Study) which includes the databasein question' In
addition to the usual command for loading a package it is necessaryto "initialize" the databaseitself. The olganization of the databaseis then described.
Next the McAPs (Medicare Air Pollution Study) and databaseorganization is
presented.This study examinedhospital admissionsfor five cardiovascularoutcomes and two respiratory outcomes as well as injuries as short-term health
effectsof PM2.5 concentrations.

3.

CHAPTER THREE

Reproducible ResearchTools. The authors begin by describing what they
mean by reproducibleresearch.ltis reproducible in the sensethat the "source
materials" must be made available to others.This is analogousto the definition
of open sourcesoftware.Source materials includes the analytic datasets,ana'
lytic code, documentationof the code, and the dLtQsets.In turn, "available to
others" meansthat others will be able to use thesematerials to reproduceall of
the analyseswith the sameresults as the originators and also be able to apply
altemative statisticalmethods for comparison. Using exampies,the use of the
T E C H N O M E T R I C S ,A U G U S T 2 O O 9 ,V O L . 5 1 , N O , 3

5.

CHAPTER FIVE

Exploratory Data Analysis consists of short vignettes exploring data from
the NMNAPS databasewhich includes both air pollution data and weatherdata.
The first one usesPM16 data from Baltimore and SanFranoisco Plots and fitted
linear models show the seasonalityeffects for each,the seasonsare essentially
reversedbetween the two. These two cities are somewhat typical of the east
and west coasts,respectively.Each shows a long term decreasingtrend. PM19
is measuredonce every three days for most cities and in recent yearsonly once
every six days, hence there are many missing values in the time series.Ozone
is the next pollutant of interest, in this casefor Baltimore and Chicago. Ozone
is also highly seasonalas are sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen
dioxide. The New York City mortality data is in three segmentsby age; under
65, 65 through 74,'/5 and older. Initially the time the data shows autocorrelation but regressingagainst a smooth function of time removesmost of it' The
first vignettes treat the pollutant and the mortality data separately.Next PM19
and mortality data from Detroit are used to examine different times scalesand
the interdependenceof the mortality data with the pollutant data. All of the
time scalesare associatedwith the mortality data but the seasonaldependence
'fhe
PMp peaks occur in the summer but the mortalof the two is reversed.
ity peaks occur in winter. The tsModel packageis used to examine the data
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for crosscorrelationat different time scales.Multiple regressionis usedto deal
with the ilependenceat different times scales.Temperatureis consider a possible measuredconfoundingvariable so both PMlg and mortality were regressed
on temperatureand the residuals used for the subsequentanalysis' In this example ihere are also possible unneasured confounders,theseare generally associatedwith "season,"for example, spread of infectious diseasss,change in
sourcelevels for pollutants, changesin demographicsor activity patterns'The
last analysisis for a one lag associationfor moilality versus PMlg levels using
New York City data. Atl of the data and all of the analysesin this Chapter can
be downloadedin a reproducibility package,that is, a "cache" file'

6.

CHAPTER SIX

StatisticalModels is focused on methods and models for obtaining risk estimates from time series models and on the sensitivity of those estimatesto
modeling approaches.When the time seriesis for counts, for example,mortality, the common conceptualmodel is of the form
Ir - Poisson(/,tr),
logl", -- u * frxt-l * 4 measuredconfounder s;
+ unmeasuredconfounder s1'
The challengeis to obtain a good estimateof p in the presenceof other strong
signals, for example,temperatureand season.More specifically using a semiparametricgeneralizetllinear model (GAM), the log mean function might be
wntten as

ori distributions for eachof the parameters.Examples are given to examine the
sensitivity of the log-relative risks to the modeling of the confoundersand then
to the choice of the parametera priori distributions.All of the data and all of the
analysesin this Chapter can be downloaded in a reproducibility package,that
is. a "cache" file. dr is now assumedto be a function of l, namely a sine/cosine
function with a period of 365 days. After estimating the log-relative risks for
each city, a hierarchical model is used to pool the results geographically'All of
the data and all of the analysesin this Chapter can be downloadedin a reproducibility package,that is, a "cache" file.
8.

for a suitable smooth function s. Although there are several GAM packages
for R, this volume emphasizesthe use of gam and splines' The model above
incorporatesa single time lag but this could be extendedto multiple lags' Using the Chicago data, various single lag models are compared with a multiple
lag model. "Weather" is perhapsthe most impoilant measuredconfounder and
in particular temperatureand humidity. Temperatureis unusual in that in the
winter decreasedtemperaturescan lead to mortality increaseswhereasin the
summer, increasedtemperaturescan lead to mortality increases This is illustrated with the New York City data. Severalexamplesare given to show the use
of smooth functions of time to rspresentthe unmeasuredconfounders,one example usesthe Denver data and another the Detroit data. All of the data and all
of the analysesin this Chaptercan be downloadedin a reproducibility package'
that is, a "cache" file.

CHAPTER SEVEN

CHAPTER EIGHT

A ReproducibleSeasonalAnalysiso.fParticulate Matter dnd Mortality in the
United States.As implieci by the title, this Chapter discussesa more extensive
applicationof the NMMAPS databaseusingPMlg pollutantdata,weatherdata
and moilality <latasplit into 7 geographicregions (lndustrial Midwest, Northeast,Northwest,SouthernCalifornia,Southeast,Southwest,Upper Midwest)'
The model incorporates seasonsallowing for differential seasonaleffects by
city. As with Chapters5, 6, and 7, all of the data and all of the analysesin this
Chapter can be downloadedin a reproducibility package,that is, a "cache" file'

r/s(zr,).1) + r(t' 12)

log 1t1 : u * fxt-l+

7,

Central, Midwest, Northeast,Northwest, South, Southeast,West) into 6 subregions. This example again uses the PM2.5 and cerebrovasculardata from the
MCAPS study. One disadvantageof the way spatial variability is treatedin the
three-stagemodel is that two subregionsof a region are considered"more similiar" than two close subregionswhich are in different regions.To addressthis
limitation the 6s's are assumedto be spatially correlated with an exponential
conelation function. The model specilication is completed by choosing a pri-

9.

BOOK WEBSITE

The main resource website is http://www.biostatihsph,edu/-ryenq/
useRbool(./.The Preface and Chapter 5 are available here as free downloads'
There are instructions and links for downloading the "reproducibilty packages"
for Chapters5, 6, 7, and 8. Under the link for "software" thereis a list of various
R packageswritten by the first author that are usedor cited in the book. Under
the link for "Miscelleaneous"thereis a list of documentsthat may be valuable
for R users, for example, classes/methodsand lexical scoping in R' reading
large clataframesinto R. On the main page there is a link for the "Reproducible
ResearchArchive" maintainedby the BiostatisticsDepartmentof JHSPH."The
Alchive providesspacefor you to uploadyour statisticalanalysesandassociate
it with a uniqueidentificationstring.Onceon the Archive,otherswill be ableto
find your analysisand downloadit to their own machines."Under the "cache"
E'R files usedand/or cited in the
link on this page there are links for many of the
book. There are two "shared Reproducibilty Packages"accessibleunder the
"packages"link. The NMMepsLi te and MCAPSpackagescan be downloaded
from CRAN.

Pooling RisksAcrossLocations and Quantiflittg Spatial Heterogeneiry'The
main goal of this Chapter is to illustrate how to combine data across locations for estimatingan overall associationbetween daily variations in exposure
and daily variations in health outcomes by taking into account time varying
confoundersand variability of the Br across locations. This will done using
Bayesian hierarchical models. To illustrate the problem, the Br are computed
for the number of hospital admissionsfor heart failure are computed and plots
for a set of 202 U.S. counties during 1999-2002. Three different models are
presented.The first one is a two-stagemodel wherein the Bs ate assumeditldependent acrosslocations. Using the semiparimetric Poisson model introduced
in Chapter6, the first stageis replacedby a Ml-E-based Normal approximation
to the likelihood function. The second stage combines the information from
multiple locations in a regressionmodel where ps is the outcome variable and
(IVf) are explanatoryvariablesthat characterizethe geographicallocation (i'e''
peicentageof people in poverty, median income' averageof other pollutants,

Although the data in both the MNMAPS and MCAPS databasesare both
in this volume.
temporaland spatial,it is the temporalaspectthatis emphasized
With the exception of one section in Chapter 7 the methodsdo not incorporate
position coordinatesin the analyses.Clearly pollutant concentrationlevels will
vary not only betweencities but also within cities and certainly "weather" variablessuch as temperatureand humidity do. Unfortunately the databasesdo not
provide the level of spatial detail that would be necessaryto incorporate spatial variability on smaller scales.While not specific to thesedatabasesand with
a different outcome variable than in these studies, the work of Kammann and
Wand (2003) is indicative of how the spatial dependencemight be incorporated
with the temporal when using gams. There are R packagesthat are relevant to
incorporating the spatial analysis, namely SeoR and Sstat as well as random-

etc.).That is,

fields.

-.(**
*i,",*;,")

10. SOME COMMENTS

DonaldE. MYERS
UniversitY of Arizona

f"lao,qr,...,ap,o2

An example uses data for PM2.5 and hospital admissions for cerebrovascular diseasein the MCAPS study. The second model is three-stagehierarchial'
This extends the two-stage model by adding additional levels of spatial aggregation (e.g., zipcodes within cities, cities within counties' etc.). An example considersa partitioning of region 7 (in MCAPS the U.S. pafiitioned into
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Advances in Mathematical and Statistical Modeling (Statistics for Industry and Technology), edited by Barry C.
SINNEIE' ANd
ARNOLD,N. BALAKRISHNAN,JOSE.MATiA
RobertMINQUEZ,Boston: Birkhauser,2008, ISBN 978-0xxxi * 368 pp., $99.00.
8176-4625-1,
This book is a Festschrift in honor of ProfessorEnrique Castillo. The book
has the following sections(all areasin which ProfessorCastillo has made contributions):
I.
II.
III.
lV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIll.
IX.

Distribution Theory and Applications
Probability and Statistics
OrderStatisticsand Analysis
EngineeringModeling
Extreme Value TheorY
Businessand EconomicsApplications
StatisticalMethods
Applied Mathematics
Discrete Distributions.

various aspectsof collection and analyzing of data that may arise in physical
scienceand engineeringapplication. The Chapter2 concentrateson probability
models and some special discrete probability distributions, including a section
on multivariate distribution. Further, the topics such as maximum likelihood estimation anclsome propertiesof the point estimatorsare also showcasedin this
Chapter Chapter 3 is dedicated to continuous probabiiity modeis, including
sections on Monte Carlo simulation and fitting and checking models, respectively. In Section 3.7, the authors nicely articulate the notion and concept of
reliability. The topic of statistical inference is covered in Chapter 4. The test
of hypothesis and interval estimation commonly used for location and scale,
and proportion parametersare consideredfor both one-sampleand two-sample
scenarios.In Chapter 5, some commonly usedcontrol charts and processcapability indices are introduced.A brief description of acceptancasampling is also
included in the same Chapter. In a nutshell, Chapters l-5 can be used for inhoductory statisticscourses,with an emphasison mathematicalstatistics.The
severalcommonly usedexperimentaldesignsare provided in Chapters7 and 8.
The final Chapter consistsof topics related to regressionanalysis,including a
sectionon responsesurfacemethods.
The infrastructure of the book makes it ideal equally as a textbook and as
a teachingresource.The Chapters(sections)each include exerciseswith select
solutions given in Appendix B. Some additional remarks are provided at the
end of each Chapter. The unique feature of this book is that each Chapter is
fortified with projects, which sepalatesif from its competitors.The projects are
carefully selectedto reflect the understandingof the material presentedin each
Chapter and beyond. For a project-basedcourse,this is the ideal book-1007o1
Personally,I would have liked to see a description of a cass study at the beginning of each Chapter, with the solution at the end of the Chapter,but that
is my personal preference.For example, see Mendenhall, Beaver,Beaver, and
Ahmed (2009).
Finally, I can recommendthis book, without hesitation,as an undergraduate
textbook. This book was definitely written by passionatestatisticians/scientists.

The paper I found most interesting was number 20 in Section VII by Daniel
'A
Pina and PedroGaleano, Unified Approach to Model Selection'Discrimination,Goodnessof Fit and Outliers in Time Series."This paper providesa
good review of the topics and suggeststhat model selection is a unifying principle for alt of thesetopics. The book's coverageis quite broad, as are Professot
Castillo'sinterests.The book shouldbe a good additionto any library'
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Applied Statistics for Engineers and Physical Scientists
(3rd ed.), by JohannesLEDoLTER and Robert V. HocG,
New Jersey:PrenticeHaII,2010, ISBN 978-0-13-601798-1'
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Acceptance Sampling in Quality Control (2nd ed.)' by
EdwardG. SCHILLINGand Dean V. NEUBAUER,Boca Raton, FL: Taylor & FrancisGroup, LLC, 2009, ISBN 978-158488-952-6,xxxvii + 683 pp., $119.95.
This is the secondedition of this book, the first of which was publishedin
1982.A detailedreviewofthe first editionwas printedin the August 1984issue
of Technometrics.It is more than likely that you already aware that the principal author of the book, Dr. Schilling, passedaway before this text went into
publication. A very nice tribute to him is presentedin this edition.
This book discussesthe methodology of sampling and explores its advantages and limitations. This edition takes into account the passageof time and
ths events associatedwith it. International trade has grown immensely while
the growth in competitivenessin the businessenvironment has altered corporate culture. Like the first edition, this one remains a comprehensiveone and
includes a few new topics, including:

This is a third edition of a nicely written book for engineersand scientistsequally well packagedand well presented! We did not find a record of any
reviews of the first two editions in Technometrics.Seemingly, it is not possible to comparethis new edition with the old editions, noting fronl the preface
that the first edition was entitled Engineering Statistics,published by Macmillan in 1987. The second edition, Applied Statisticsfor Engineers and Phys'
ical Scientists,was published in 1992. After 17 years, this third edition surfaced.
As evidencedby the title, the target audienceconsistsof physical scientists
and engineersat the undergraduatelevel; however,it oan also be usedas a graduate textbook in related disciplines. The book can be successfully adoptedeither for one or two-semestercourses,especially for project-basedcourses.It is
comprisedof 8 Chaptersand 4 appendices.The introductory Chapterdealswith
T E C H N O M E T R I C S ,A U G U S T 2 O O 9 ,V O L . 5 1 , N O , 3

andthe ASTM version(82234)
e Coverageof ISO 2859and 3951standards
of MIL-STD-105E
o A new section on credit-basedsampling plans
o Greateremphasison sampling schemeswith switching rules.
Further, it provides extensive discussionsof some topics, including accept
zero plans, tightened-normal-tightened(TNT), credit-based,the Nelson monographfor c:0, and MIL-STD-1916.
This new edition continues to be equally useful for both practitioners and
researchersin the arenaof statistical quality control. At the end of eachChapter
there are some problems, with the solutions given at the end of the text, which
makes it a suitable candidatefor a textbook adoption. I think it wiil be a nice
addition to your personallibrary!
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edition, I suggestthat you buy the second edition for maximum effect, and if
you haven't, then I still strongly recommend you have this book at your desk'
It is a good investment,statistically speaking!
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The Elements of Statistical Learning: Data Mining' Inference, and Prediction (2nd ed.)' by Trevor HASTIE'
Robert TIBSHIRANI, and Jerome FnIEDult't, New York,
NY: Springer, 2009, ISBN 978-0-387-84857-0,xxii +
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